
Monarch  Pathfinder  Ultra
Gold 6037  Printer

Increase productivity with the fastest, most
efficient handheld Monarch  scanner-
printer.

Monarch® Pathfinder® Ultra® Gold
6037   Printer

A multi-functional workhorse designed to
increase productivity throughout the retail
supply chain.  A lightweight, one-piece
handheld PC, thermal printer and laser
scanner, it is a masterful solution for a myriad
of applications.  Whatever your application,
you will see increased productivity, increased
accuracy and increased efficiency.
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Take Productivity to New Heights

The Monarch Pathfinder Ultra Gold handheld computer/
printer gives you enhanced capabilities for a full range of
functions across the retail supply chain.  You can
streamline receiving, inventory control,
price changing and clearance ticketing.
Here are just a few ways you can
benefit from the Monarch Pathfinder
Ultra Gold printer:

Increase
Productivity
Automate information
transfers, speed up
information input and
reduce steps in cross-
docking operations.

Increase Accuracy
Eliminate  key entry
errors, save time on
re-marking, reduce
shipping paperwork
and allow employees
to work faster.

Increase Efficiency
One-piece solution with four functions:
Scan, Data Look-Up, Print and Apply.

Increase Sales
Keep popular products in stock with
automated reordering.  Employees can perform
marking activities on the sales floor.

Improve Customer Satisfaction
On-time, on-target deliveries give you a competitive edge,
with fewer mis-marked items.

Polishes Your Brand Image
Clear, distinct printing of human readable and bar code
information.

Features and Specs at a Glance

Faster Scanning and Printing Capabilities
Up to 4” per second.

Superior Ergonomics
Lightweight at 32 ounces, specially designed to
fit in your hand comfortably.  The simplified
key layout makes the Pathfinder Ultra Gold
printer easier to use, increasing accuracy.

Latest Battery Technology
Lithium Ion for longer battery life and
accessible battery for quick and easy battery
changes.

Internal Antenna
RF versions use an internal antenna,
providing increased durability.

Standardized Download Cable
For fast file transfers.

Complete Bar Code Capabilities
Prints all standard bar codes.

Great Print Range
Prints labels and tags as small as 1.2” x
.7863” or as large as   2” x 4”.  Linerless
labels are also available.

Exceptional Clarity
203 DPI, 2” wide printhead prints bar codes,
graphics and human readable characters.

Superior Protection
Over body molding protects from damage if dropped and
increases comfort for the user.

Superb Data Collection
Available in RF or Batch Modes.  Programmable in
C or C++.  Complete application creation flexibility.

Specifications subject to change without notice.

Value. Speed. Durability. Connectivity.


